The Interaction of Bayesian Pragmatics and Lexical Semantics in Sentence Meaning
Composition
We contrast two views of how contextual influence on sentence meaning composition can be
explained. The Semantic Similarity View maintains that discourse context affects the semantic
composition of a sentence only by means of the semantic similarities between the words in the
discourse context and in the sentence. Pragmatic factors of the discourse context do not effect sentence
meaning composition. This view is thus consistent with a rigorous interpretation of the principle of
compositionality as favored by semantic minimalists and according to which the truth-evaluable
semantic content of a sentence is fully determined by its syntactic structure and lexical content where
only a small number of lexical items (e.g., indexicals and anaphors) allow for a context-sensitive
meaning contribution (Borg, 2004, 2012). The Free Pragmatic View, in contrast, challenges a rigorous
notion of compositionality and maintains that pragmatic aspects of the discourse context can affect
sentence meaning composition directly: Pragmatic discourse information can modulate meanings at
every node in the semantic composition tree (Recanati, 2010, 2012). This phenomenon can be
quantitatively modelled by Bayesian Pragmatics (Frank & Goodman, 2012). We introduce a Predictive
Completion Task in which the hearer at every moment in a communicative situation has to generate a
probabilistic prediction about how a discourse being uttered by the speaker is continued (Cosentino,
Baggio, Kontinen, & Werning, 2017; Werning & Cosentino, 2017). We test the predictions of the two
views in EEG using the well-established observation that the conditional probability of a word given a
context is negatively correlated with the amplitude of its N400 component (Kuperberg & Jaeger,
2016). The results speak strongly in favor of the Free Pragmatic View and against the Semantic
Similarity View.
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